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Abstract Almost all the existing analysis methods of speed

trial results were proposed before 1970s, and the actual analysis

procedures are very old-fashioned with instructions like ‘‘plot

the results on a chart and draw a smooth mean line’’, ‘‘read a

value from the mean line’’ and so on. Such instructions not only

show up the analysis procedures old-fashioned, but also make

them very ambiguous and unclear. They should be up-dated to a

method which is clear not only in logic but also in calculation

procedure, and also fits the present computing technology. At

first, the author reviewed the major analysis methods and

concluded that the logic of the up-dated analysis procedure can

be composed of the logics of the existing ones. Then, the

analysis procedure is composed of three stages; namely (1)

correction of power and propeller revolution to the ones cor-

responding to no air condition, (2) correction of tidal current

effect, and (3) correction of power and propeller revolution to

the ones corresponding to no wind condition. For the stages (1)

and (3), there seems to be no big issue except the estimation of

the amount of environmentally added resistance in the stage (1).

Then, the author focused on the correction of tidal current effect

in this paper. For the correction of tidal current effect, the author

considers the essential points for the up-date are in the direction

of finding out appropriate functions for the variation of tidal

current velocity and the ship speed through the water. Then, he

investigated to find out such functions and made his proposal.

Finally, the applicability of the new procedure is assessed by the

analysis of simulated speed trial results of a VLCC.

Keywords Speed power trial � Analysis procedure �
Correction of current effect � Tidal current variation

List of symbols

AX Projected area of the ship above the

water surface to the transverse section

(m2)

CA Wind resistance coefficient of ship for

wind from forward

CF,ITTC Coefficient of frictional resistance of ship

estimated by ITTC 1957 Line

CT Coefficient of total resistance of ship due

to water

CW Coefficient of wave-making resistance of

ship

DP Diameter of propeller (m)

Fr Froude number

J Propeller advance coefficient,

J = VA/{(NP/60)�DP}

k Form factor

k(a) Direction effect coefficient on wind

resistance

KT Propeller thrust coefficient,

KT = T/{q�(NP/60)2�DP
4}

KQ Propeller torque coefficient,

KQ = Q/{q�(NP/60)2�DP
5}

m Suffix for the values corresponding to tank

test model

NP Propeller revolution (rpm)

No air

condition

Condition without any environmental

effect except water with current

NA Suffix for the values corresponding to no

air condition

No wind

condition

Condition without any environmental

effect except water without current. In still

air and water

NW Suffix for the values corresponding to no

wind condition
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PB Brake power (kW)

PD Delivered power (kW)

PE Effective power (kW)

PS Shaft power (kW)

R Resistance (kN)

RAir Resistance due to air (kN)

S Suffix for the values corresponding to

actual ship

t Time. Thrust deduction fraction,

1 - t = R/T

T Thrust generated by a propeller (kN)

TTide Period of the dominant tidal constituent

(=0.517525 day), which is called ‘‘the

principal lunar semidiurnal period’’

DT Half of the time difference between up and

down trial runs, or the duration time of

approach run

VA Propeller advance speed (m/s),

VA= VW�(1 - w)

VC Tidal current velocity (m/s)

VC,F VC fitted by the fitting function during the

analysis (m/s)

VC,O VC obtained from formula (4.6) by use of

the measured VG and VW,F (m/s)

VG Ship speed over the ground (m/s)

VW Ship speed through the water (m/s)

VW,F VW fitted by the fitting function during the

analysis (m/s)

VW,NA(PB) Estimated function of the speed and power

relation in no air condition

VW,O VW obtained from formula (4.6) by use of

the measured VG and VC,F (m/s)

VWind Relative wind velocity (m/s)

w Wake fraction, VA/VW = 1 - w

a Relative wind direction

gD Quasi-propulsive efficiency, gD = PE/PD

gG Gearing efficiency, gG = PS/PB

gH Hull efficiency, gH = PE/(T�VW)

= (1 - t)/(1 - w)

gO Propeller open water efficiency

gR Relative rotative efficiency

gS Shafting efficiency, gS = PD/PS

qAir Density of air

qSW Density of sea water

1 Introduction

For the analysis of speed trial results of ships, many pro-

posals have been made. Among them, the so-called ‘‘mean

of means method’’ [1] seems to be popular in the western

world, and ‘‘Taniguchi–Tamura’s method’’ [2] has been

successfully used especially in the Far East, and was

developed into an international standard of this kind [3].

However, most of the methods were presented before

1970s, and the actual analysis procedures are very old-

fashioned. At the time of their proposals, computer was not

commonly used and analysis calculation was performed

only by slide rules, numerical tables, drawing and reading

charts and so on. The author considers it is the main reason

why some people feel doubtful on the effectiveness of the

international standard [3] and improvement proposals were

discussed in ITTC and ISO. Therefore, up-dating is cer-

tainly inevitable.

In the circumstance, the author at first tried to clarify the

essential purpose of the speed trial analysis and reviewed

some of the existing analysis procedures. Based on the

result, he identified the most controversial part should be

the part of correction of tidal current effect, and the cor-

rection is very difficult in the cases of low speed full ships.

In this paper, the author presented his proposal of up-dat-

ing, following some investigations.

Strasser et al. [4] presented the summary of the inves-

tigations carried out in ITTC and ISO through which the

revised international standard [5] was formulated. Basic

concept of the iterative method being discussed in the

paper was proposed by the author [6, 7].

Because this paper mainly deals with the correction of

tidal current effect, the examples of analysed results only

show the corrections from measured results to the ones in

no air condition and then to the ones in no air nor current

condition. The final results in this paper must be converted

to those in no wind condition, however, they are not shown

in this paper.

2 Overview of speed trial analysis

2.1 Purpose of the speed trial and the analysis

The purpose of speed trial is to estimate the relation among

VW, PB and NP in no wind condition, which corresponds to

the performance of ship to be discussed between ship

owner and shipyards and so on. However, we can Query-

only measure VG
1 in a condition sometimes far from no

wind condition.

By use of the present technology, it would not be

difficult to measure VW with practical accuracy. For

example, acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) can

measure three dimensional velocity field of water with

1 For VG, VW, VC in the formulae, ‘‘m/s’’ unit is used. However, in the

figures, they are shown in ‘‘knot’’ unit following the custom of

maritime world.
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practically sufficient accuracy. However, we have to

consider, if we pursue a procedure applicable everywhere

in the world; usual ships never equip such sophisticated

instrument, nor it is not easy to fit the instrument tem-

porarily for the speed trial. It is the main reason why we

have to obtain the value of VW through the analyses of the

measured VG, and the correction of tidal current effect is

so important.

Although it is recommended that trial site should be

selected free from environmental effect as far as possible,

the ship still suffers from the effect of added resistance

caused by wind and waves etc. and also the effect of tidal

current.

Most of the environmental effects such as wind, waves,

transverse current and so on are considered to affect the

trial results through the increase of ship resistance, while

component of current in ship’s longitudinal direction does

not increase ship resistance, but it makes VG different from

VW. Therefore, the analysis of speed trial results consists of

the corrections of the effect of added resistance and current

in longitudinal direction.

2.2 Existing analysis procedures of speed trial

results

The classical assumption to correct the measured results for

the effect of longitudinal current can be explained as

follows;

(1) The ship sails on the same course up and down with

the same propeller revolution or engine output, and

ship speeds over the ground VG are measured.

(2) Then, by taking average of two measured speeds, the

effect of current can be cancelled.

However, such naive assumption is correct only when

current velocity is constant. In usual cases, current

velocity may change significantly in the duration which is

necessary for the ship to accomplish a pair of up and

down runs. This problem is further discussed later in the

next section.

Another problem is that even if up and down runs are

performed with the same propeller revolution, the resultant

propeller revolutions after the correction of added resis-

tance may not be the same any more. It is because propeller

revolution, or required horse power, will decrease when a

positive value of environmentally added resistance is

extracted, and because the values of added resistance in up

and down runs are different.

So, the problem is not easy and several of rather com-

plicated procedures were proposed to solve it. In the fol-

lowings, historical review of the development of the

analysis procedures of speed trial results is presented.

2.2.1 Mean of means method

The author could not find the original description of the so-

called ‘‘mean of means method’’. It seems to be proposed

well before 1930 for the correction of current effect. The

formulation is mathematically very neat and adopted in the

part of tidal current correction of the Sea Trial Code

(SNAME 1973).

The summary is as follows [1]; ‘‘the speeds corrected for

wind effect are still influenced by the current existing over

the trial course during the runs. This current effect is

eliminated as far as possible by taking ‘mean of means’ of

the three runs on the measured mile at the same RPM but in

different directions,

VW ¼ ðV1 þ 2 � V2 þ V3Þ=4 ð2:1Þ

this method of weighing gives the correct ship speed only if

the speed of tide is varying uniformly with time. Similarly,

the mean of two runs will give the correct speed only if the

tide is constant, while that of four runs,

VW ¼ ðV1 þ 3 � V2 þ 3 � V3 þ V4Þ=8 ð2:2Þ

will be correct only if the tide speed is varying paraboli-

cally with time.’’

The statement can easily be proved under the

assumption that ship makes up and down runs with the

same engine output under no environmental effect except

current and that intervals of these runs are all the same.

However, it is very difficult to carry out a series of trial

runs which satisfies the above conditions correctly, and

the effects of the dissatisfactions on the analysed results

are left unclear. Then, practical investigations are

necessary.

In the followings, the author tries to check the effect of

tidal current. As explained in Sect. 5.1, tidal current

velocity in most cases varies harmonically, with the prin-

cipal lunar semidiurnal period TTide. In the case, current

velocity can be expressed as follows;

VCðtÞ ¼ VC;0 þ VC;C � cos
2p

TTide

� t
� �

þ VC;S � sin
2p

TTide

� t
� �

¼ VC;0 þ VC;A � sin
2p

TTide

� t þ e

� �
ð2:3Þ

How accurate the analysed results are in this case?

When VW is written as VW,0 which should be the same

for all runs, and interval of any two consecutive runs is

written 2�DT, VG of four runs (VG1, VG2, VG3, VG4) can be

written as follows;
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VG;1 ¼ VW;0 þ VC;A � sinðu�6p �DT=TTideÞ þ VC;0;

VG;2 ¼ VW;0 � VC;A � sinðu�2p �DT=TTideÞ � VC;0;

VG;3 ¼ VW;0 þ VC;A � sinðuþ2p �DT=TTideÞ þ VC;0;

VG;4 ¼ VW;0 � VC;A � sinðuþ6p �DT=TTideÞ � VC;0 ð2:4Þ

where, u: the value of (2p�t/TTide ? e) at the mid time of

the four runs.

From them, the estimated VW,0 by mean of means

(VW,M) is derived as

VW;M ¼ ðVG;1 þ 3 � VG;2 þ 3 � VG;3 þ VG;4Þ=8

¼ VW;0 þ VC;A � fsinðu� 6p � DT=TTideÞ
� sinðuþ 6p � DT=TTideÞg=8 � 3 � VC;A

� fsinðu� 2p � DT=TTideÞ
� sinðuþ 2p � DT=TTideÞg=8 ð2:5Þ

Then, we obtain the following result;

ðVW;M � VW;0Þ=VC;A ¼ fsinðu�6p �DT=TTideÞ
� sinðuþ6p �DT=TTideÞg=8

�3 � fsinðu�2p �DT=TTideÞ
� sinðuþ2p �DT=TTideÞg=8

¼ cosðuÞ � f3 � sinð2p �DT=TTideÞ � sinð6p �DT=TTideÞg=4

¼�cosðuÞ � sin3ð2p �DT=TTideÞ ð2:6Þ

Likewise, for the cases of two and three runs,

ðVW;M � VW;0Þ=VC;A

¼ �cosðuÞ � sinð2p � DT=TTideÞ½two runs�
ð2:7Þ

ðVW;M � VW;0Þ=VC;A

¼ �sinðuÞ � sin2ð2p � DT=TTideÞ½three runs�
ð2:8Þ

are obtained, respectively.

The parts of -cos(u) and -sin(u) can take the values

from -1 to 1 depending on the relation of the time of trial

execution and current variation. The remaining parts are

the function of DT/TTide and written as Fi(DT/TTide) in the

above, where i is the number of runs. Then, Fi(DT/TTide)

for i = 2, 3, 4 are written, as follows;

F2ðDT=TTideÞ ¼ sinð2p � DT=TTideÞ
F3ðDT=TTideÞ ¼ sin2ð2p � DT=TTideÞ
F4ðDT=TTideÞ ¼ sin3ð2p � DT=TTideÞ

ð2:9Þ

The magnitudes of Fi(DT/TTide) decide the possible amount

of error of the method. The variations of Fi(DT/TTide) are

calculated and shown in Fig. 1.

In the cases of VLCCs, time necessary for approach run

well exceeds 1 h, the ratio of which to the period of tidal

period (&12 h) is more than 1/12. In Fig. 1 at DT/

TTide = 1/12, the values of Fi(T/TTide) are 0.25 and 0.125

for three and four runs. It means that maximum absolute

values of (VW,M - VW,0) can be 0.25 and 0.125 knot,

respectively, when the amplitude of current variation VCA

is supposed 1 knot. They cannot be small enough.

2.2.2 Schoenherr’s method

Schoenherr [8] pointed out that the above ‘‘mean of

means’’ can eliminate only the effect of current under

certain conditions and that the effect of environmentally

added resistance cannot be eliminated. In the paper [9], he

tried to propose an approach to overcome the shortcom-

ings. The summary is explained in the followings by use of

the notation of this paper.

He proposes the use of propeller open-water character-

istics for the correction of the effect of added resistance,

and to correct the measured results to the values in no air

condition. The reason why the correction to no air condi-

tion is desirable is explained in the Appendix.

At first, he calculates propeller torque coefficient KQ

from the measured PB and NP by the following formulae.

PS ¼ PB � gG

PD ¼ PS � gS

no: of propellers

ð2:10Þ

KQ ¼ PD � gR

2p � qSW � ðNP=60Þ3 � D5
P

ð2:11Þ

Then, from the value of KQ, the corresponding values of

J and KT are estimated by use of propeller open-water

characteristics.

In the paper [9], only the air resistance is considered as

added resistance which is estimated by the following

formula.

RAir ¼ CAS � V2
Wind ð2:12Þ

Here, CAS is the dimensional wind resistance coefficient,

and VWind is the relative wind velocity. He assumes the

values of CAS are the same for against and to winds.
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Fig. 1 Variation of Fi(DT/TTide) over DT/TTide
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The resistance in no air condition, which is due to water,

is written as RNA, and assumed to be the same for up and

down runs. Then,

RUp ¼ RNA þ CAS � V2
Wind;Up

RDown ¼ RNA � CAS � V2
Wind;Down

ð2:13Þ

Lower sign in the second formula should be applied

when the relative wind in down run is in the following

direction. Erasing CAS from these two equations, we can

obtain RNA as shown in the following formula.

RNA ¼
RDown � V2

Wind;Up � RUp � V2
Wind;Down

V2
Wind;Up � V2

Wind;Down

ð2:14Þ

As we can suppose thrust deduction factor t being

constant for a small variation of ship speed and he supposes

that NP in no air condition is not changed from the mea-

sured value, we can replace R in the formula (2.14) by KT.

Therefore, we can get KT in no air condition as shown in

the following formula.

KT;NA ¼
KT;Down � V2

Wind;Up � KT;Up � V2
Wind;Down

V2
Wind;Up � V2

Wind;Down

ð2:15Þ

When propeller revolution is kept the same after the

change of J, ship speed after the correction becomes dif-

ferent from the measured value. Ship speed in no air

condition is obtained by the formula (2.16), on the

assumptions that wake fraction is practically kept constant

for a small change of J and that current speed is small in

comparison with ship speed.

VG;NA ¼ VG � JNA

J
ð2:16Þ

From the value of KT,NA given by (2.15), the value of

JNA and then the value of KQ,NA can be calculated. Then,

reverse application of formulae (2.10) and (2.11) will give

the value of PBNA, and then the whole results of trial

measurement are corrected to those in no air condition.

Next is the correction for the effect of tidal current.

Schoenherr points out the value of apparent slip ratio, or

propeller advance coefficient J, calculated from the cor-

rected ship speed is the indication of the tidal current, and

shows an example where the time of the tidal current

reversal can be found clearly by plotting apparent slip ratio

on the basis of time at middle of the up and down runs.

However, he does not show the procedure through which

the effect of tidal current can be corrected.

Although Schoenheer’s pioneering work is highly

evaluated, the author considers there are three problems.

The first one is that the values of CAS in general are far

from the same for against and to winds as shown by many

wind tunnel tests results.

The second one is that the basic formula (2.13) should

be corrected. In the formula, he assumes the amounts of

resistance in no air condition during up and down runs are

equal and writes it as RNA. However, because up and

down runs are carried out with the equivalent engine

outputs and propulsion efficiency can be assumed con-

stant when differences of ship speed and propeller loading

are small, it is more likely RUp is very close to RDown.

Because the amounts of air resistance in up and down

runs would be different, the amounts of ship resistance

due to water (=RNA) are not likely the same in up and

down runs.

The third one is most serious. As Schoenherr assumed

propeller revolution is kept unchanged during the correc-

tion of added resistance, ship speed is changed after the

correction. Because the amounts of added resistance are

different between up and down runs, the variation of speed

are different, and as the result, resistance due to water and

therefore, propulsion power becomes different in up and

down runs. It contradicts with the basic premise for the

estimation of tidal current that up and down runs should be

carried out with same engine power. It might be the reason

why Schoenherr could not proceed to the correction of tidal

current effect.

2.2.3 Taniguchi–Tamura’s method

Taniguchi and Tamura [2] developed their analysis method

independently from Schoenherr’s paper [9], although their

method seems to be the result of an improvement of

Schoenherr’s method. They start the analysis from the

correction of measured results to those in no air condition,

as Schoenherr did. The method is essentially the same as

Schoenherr’s method to the point where the value of KQ is

calculated from the measured results and the corresponding

value of J is estimated by use of propeller open-water

characteristics.

At this point, Taniguchi–Tamura considers what should

be kept unchanged between measured and no air condi-

tions, and decides to keep ship speed through the water

unchanged, and propeller revolution is changed after the

correction.

For the correction, non-dimensional coefficient must be

selected with the denominator which is kept unchanged.

Then, KT which has propeller revolution in the denomi-

nator cannot be used, and KT/J2, non-dimensional thrust

coefficient divided by the square of propeller advance

speed, is used instead. From the value of J, the corre-

sponding value of KT/J2 is estimated by use of propeller

open-water characteristics. KT/J2 is written as follows

where the effect of resistance variation can be reflected.
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KT

J2
¼ T

qSW � V2
A � D2

P

¼ R

qSW � ð1 � tÞ � V2
A � D2

P

ð2:17Þ

In the original paper [2], only the air resistance due to

wind from any relative direction is considered as added

resistance which can be estimated by the following formula.

RAir ¼
qAir

2
� CA � kðaÞ � AX � V2

Wind ð2:18Þ

In no air condition, resistance decreases by the amount

of Rair and new value of KT/J2 is obtained as follows, by

use of VA calculated from J and NP and (1 - t) estimated

from tank test results;

KT;NA

J2
NA

¼ KT

J2
� RAir

qSW � ð1 � tÞ � V2
A � D2

P

ð2:19Þ

From the value of KT,NA/JNA
2 given byThe assumption that

wake fraction (2.19), the value of JNA and then the value of

KQ,NA are calculated.

In Taniguchi–Tamura’s method, NP in no air condition

(NP,NA) can be calculated by the following formula,

because the values of VA in measured and no air conditions

are the same.

NP;NA ¼ NP �
J

JNA

ð2:20Þ

To estimate the tidal current velocity by a half of dif-

ference of ship speeds over the ground in up and down

runs, Taniguchi–Tamura must adjust the up and down

propeller revolutions to the same value. To accomplish it,

obtained KQ,NA are plotted over NP,NA on NP - KQ plane,

the plotted points of up and down runs are moved parallel

to the mean curve of NP - KQ relation in no air condition

to the prescribed NP (N’P,NA), and new values of KQ

(K’Q,NA) corresponding to N’P,NA are obtained.

Thus, from the measured trial results, we can estimate

pair of values for up and down runs with the same propeller

revolution in no air condition, from which the tidal current

velocity at the mid-time of the pair runs can be estimated

by half of the differences of ship speed over the ground.

However, ship speed over the ground at this condition

cannot be the same as the measured one because propeller

revolutions (NP) of up and down runs are changed in no air

condition. It must be estimated.

The difference of propeller advance speed DVA, which is

equal to DVW�(1 - wS), is estimated by the following

formula.

DVA ¼ ðN 0

P;NA � J 0

NA � NP � JÞ � DP ð2:21Þ

As DVW is equal to the difference of ship speed over the

ground from the measured value, we can get it if we can

estimate the value of wake fraction wS temporarily.

When we assume the average of measured values of VG

is equal to VW, the value of wake fraction wS,i can be

estimated beforehand for the i-th pair of up and down runs

by the formula (2.22) from the measured values of VG and

NP, and the value of J corresponding to KQ obtained by the

formula (2.11). The assumption that wake fraction is

practically kept constant for the small change of J is

applied here.

1 � wS;i ¼
ðNP;i;Up � Ji;Up þ NP;i;Down � Ji;DownÞ

ðVG;i;Up þ VG;i;DownÞ
� DP ð2:22Þ

Then, difference of ship speed through the water DVW,

and then new value of ship speed over the ground V’G,NA is

estimated as follows;

DVW ¼ ðN 0

P;NA � J 0

NA � NP � JÞ �
DP

1 � wS;i

V
0

G;NA ¼ VG þ DVW

ð2:23Þ

where J’NA is the value of J corresponding to K’Q,NA in

propeller open-water characteristics. Now, the effect of

tidal current can be corrected.

After the values of tidal current velocity are estimated

for several pairs of up and down runs, a tidal current

velocity curve is manually drawn. By the read values of

current velocity from the curve, the values of V’G,NA are

corrected to the values of VW. Thus, estimated tidal current

velocity is correct so long as the current can be assumed to

vary uniformly with time during the pair runs.

Then, as the final stage, the values of PB and NP are

corrected to no-wind condition, where the ship perfor-

mance is normally estimated.

2.2.4 BSRA standard method

BSRA standard method [10] explains that the measured

results should be corrected to ‘‘no wind condition’’ by

estimating added resistance and propulsion efficiency

which is the ratio of effective power to shaft power.

However, because the formula of added resistance in the

method [10] contains the whole of air resistance, it is not

‘‘no wind condition’’ but ‘‘no air condition’’ to which the

measured results are corrected. Therefore, up to this point,

there is no essential difference in the concept, from

Schoenherr’s and Taniguchi–Tamura’s methods, and in the

following explanations ‘‘no wind condition’’ in the original

document is changed to ‘‘no air condition’’.

To correct the effect of tidal current on the corrected

results, two kinds of charts are prepared. The first one is the

plot of corrected power over the measured ship speed,

where the results of up and down runs are on two different

lines. On the plot, an average line of the two lines should

be drawn which is supposed to be PB and VW relation in no

air condition. The difference in abscissa (ship speed)

between the average line and up or down run must be the

6 J Mar Sci Technol (2016) 21:1–22
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current velocity, and the values are read from the plotted

chart.

Then, in the second chart, the read values of current

velocity are plotted over the time on the trial day, and a fair

curve is drawn manually. The values of current velocity for

the up and down runs are read from the fair curve and

reflected on the first chart. And the improved line showing

the relation between PB and VW in no air condition is

obtained.

The above iteration process should be repeated until the

converged results are obtained. Then, the correction of the

tidal current effect is finished, and the converged results

will give us the relation between PB and VW in no air

condition.

Afterwards, the values of PB are corrected to those in no

wind condition to obtain the final results of the analysis.

3 Evaluations

To obtain data for the evaluation of the methods explained

in the above, simulated speed trials are performed for a

VLCC as explained in Sect. 3.1. Effectiveness of analysis

methods are evaluated by examining whether the analysed

results reasonably agree with the values assumed for the

simulation of speed trial.

3.1 Simulated speed trials

A set of model test results, i.e. resistance and self-propul-

sion tests and propeller open-water test, are given for a

VLCC hull form the particulars of which are shown in

Table 1.

Resistance test results are analysed and the value of total

resistance coefficient are fitted by the formula (3.1), and

the self-propulsion factors obtained by the analysis of self-

propulsion test results are approximated by first-order

functions of Froude number as shown in the formula (3.2).

CT ¼ ð1 þ kÞ � CF;ITTC þ CW

CW ¼ a � Fr4 þ b � Fr8
ð3:1Þ

t ¼ t0 þ t1 � Fr
wm ¼ wm;0 þ wm;1 � Fr
gR ¼ gR;0 þ gR;1 � Fr

ð3:2Þ

where a, b, t0, t1, wm,0, wm,1, gR,0, gR,1 are appropriate

coefficients.

The results of propeller open-water test are analysed and

the KT and KQ are expressed by quadratic functions of J,

respectively.

Based on such data and appropriate model-ship corre-

lation factors, the values of PB and NP are estimated in still

water, in both of no air and no wind conditions, when the

values of VW are given as inputs.

Simulation conditions for pseudo speed trial are set as

follows; constant wind of 7 m/s is assumed to be blowing

30� from the bow. Relative wind velocity and direction are

calculated from ship speed over the ground, and air resis-

tance is estimated by the formula (2.18). The characteris-

tics shown in Fig. 2 is used as the direction effect

coefficient on wind resistance k(a), which reflects the

results of wind tunnel tests performed for above water

models of VLCCs.

Approach distance of VLCC is assumed to be 16 sea

miles, and every two runs in the speed trial are separated by

the time necessary to run through twice of the approach

distance. When tidal velocity variation is assumed as given

by the formula (2.3), the values of VG are set and the values

of air resistance are calculated and added to resistance due

to water. Then, the values of PB and NP are estimated.

To simulate the actual speed trial, PB or NP of up and

down runs should be set equal. For the purpose, input

values of VW are adjusted. Thus, the results of a series of

speed trial runs can be estimated by calculations. The

estimated results are called ‘‘the results of simulated speed

trial’’ in this paper, and different analysis procedures are

evaluated by comparing the results of analyses with the

assumed values for the simulation.
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Fig. 2 Direction effect coefficient on wind resistance

Table 1 Particulars of the VLCC

LPP (m) 320.0

B (m) 58.0

D (m) 30.0

T (m) 20.8

Displacement volume (m3) 313,000

Block coefficient 0.8101

Supposed service speed (kn) 14.0
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3.2 Mean of means method

As explained in Sect. 2.2.1, mean of means method is

feasible for the correction of tidal current effect so long as

the intervals of up and down runs are not too long in

comparison with tidal variation period TTide. However, in

the cases of low speed large full ships such as VLCCs, time

interval between up and down runs must be considerably

long. In such cases, the error of the analysed results can be

non-negligible.

To fit the supposed condition in the mean of means

method, the simulation of speed trial for this case is per-

formed in no wind condition. Current velocity variation is

assumed as shown in Fig. 3, with amplitude and mean

current velocity supposed to be 0.8 and 0.2 kn,

respectively.

The simulated results of 16 runs in total, two pairs of up

and down runs each for four levels of engine output, are

obtained where distance of approach run is assumed to be

16 sea miles. Relation between timings of the 16 runs and

current velocity variation is shown in Fig. 3.

The values of cos(u) in the formula (2.6) are calculated

as -0.99, -0.14, 1.00, -0.43 for the runs of 50, 70, 85 and

100 % MCR, respectively. From the facts, it can be pre-

dicted that the values of mean of means for the runs of 50

and 85 % MCR would be somewhat far from the assumed

line, and the values of mean of means for the runs of 70 and

100 % MCR would be close to the line. However, the case

of 100 % MCR would be less close than the case of 70 %

MCR.

In Fig. 4, the simulated trial results and the obtained

values of ‘‘mean of means of VG’’ (=the estimated VW) are

plotted with the corresponding values of PB. The agree-

ment of the values of ‘‘mean of means’’ with the assumed

curve is as predicted.

It can be understood from this example that even mean

of means of four runs cannot eliminate the effect of tidal

current successfully in the cases of VLCCs where time

duration necessary for approach run becomes about 1 h.

3.3 Schoenherr’s and Taniguchi–Tamura’s methods

Another speed trial simulation is made in total of 8 runs in

current and wind as explained in Sect. 3.1, a pair of up and

down runs each for four levels of engine output, to evaluate

Schoenherr’s, Taniguchi–Tamura’s and BSRA standard

methods. All the methods correct the measured results to

the values corresponding to no air condition.

However, there is a big difference between Schoenherr’s

and Taniguchi–Tamura’s methods what sailing condition is

supposed in no air condition after the value of JNA is

obtained. Schoenherr changes ship speed while keeping

propeller revolution unchanged. In contrast, Taniguchi–

Tamura changes propeller revolution while keeping ship

speed unchanged, and after the correction, adjusts propeller

revolution to the measured value for the estimation of tidal

current velocity.

Figure 5 shows the comparison of the corrected results

to no air condition by the two methods on NP - KQ plane

for the simulated trial results.

The corrected results for down runs by Taniguchi–Ta-

mura’s method are all very close to the simulated trial

results, because the amounts of air resistance are very

small. The results by the original Schoenherr’s method

shown by d marks are obtained for pairs of up and down

runs, and very close to the results of down runs in this

example. It seems to mean the corrected results by

Schoenherr’s and Taniguchi–Tamura’s methods are almost

on one curve. However, it is only a coincidence caused by

the underestimation of air resistance at against wind con-

dition by the original Schoenherr’s formula (2.12).

When Schoenherr’s assumption that propeller revolution

is kept unchanged during the correction to no air condition

is applied with the value of RAir estimated by the for-

mula (2.18), KT,NA can be calculated by

KT;NA ¼ KT � RAir

qSW � ð1 � tÞ � N2
P � D4

P

ð3:3Þ

for the results of individual runs. The values of KQ,NA

calculated from JNA corresponding to KT,NA are shown by
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Fig. 3 Timings of 16 runs and tidal current variation

Fig. 4 Analysed results by mean of means method
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4 marks in Fig. 5, which are on quite different two lines.

The corrected results to no air condition by Schoenherr’s

method do not result in one smooth line on NP - KQ plane.

It shows that Schoenherr’s method contains problems as

explained in Sect. 2.2.2 and should not be used.

Figure 6 shows the measured data and corrected results

to no air condition by Taniguchi–Tamura’s method on

NP - KQ plane. Although measured KQ of up runs shown

by 4 are significantly bigger than those of down runs

shown by s, after the corrections, those of up and down

runs shown by m and d seem to line up almost on a same

curve.

Taniguchi–Tamura’s method estimates the values of

current velocity at mid-time of up and down runs by half of

difference of ship speeds over the ground. In Fig. 7, the

results of current velocity variations are shown which are

obtained by the analysis of simulated speed trial results by

Taniguchi–Tamura’s method. There are eight measured

points corresponding to four pairs of up and down runs, and

four mid-time points where values of current velocity are

estimated.

Marks s show assumed values of current velocity for

the trial simulation. Marks h show the values of current

velocity estimated by half of difference of measured VG,

and marks e show the estimated values in the same way

after the correction to no air condition. The solid line is

drawn through the points marked by e, and the points

marked by m are obtained on the curve at the time of trial

runs. It is the correction process given in Taniguchi–Ta-

mura’s method and marks m give the final corrected

results.

However, the solid line does not pass necessarily

through the points of assumed current velocity marked by

s, especially when trial runs are carried out near the

extreme values of current velocity variation. The reason is

the curvature of current velocity variation line, because of

which the mean point of the paired points marked by m

does not necessarily coincide with the corresponding point

marked by e.

Therefore, the further correction should be made where

e marks are shifted by the difference, and the points

marked by u are obtained. Through the points marked by

u a dotted line is drawn, and the calculated values on the

dotted line marked by 9 almost coincide to s marks. It is

the only one improvement which should be made on

Taniguchi–Tamura’s method.

3.4 BSRA standard method

Figure 8 shows the plot of simulated trial results of the

VLCC for four levels of engine outputs corrected to no air

condition by Taniguchi–Tamura’s method on VG,VW - PB

plane, with a thick solid line which indicates the VW - PB

relation in no air condition assumed for trial simulation.

The results from the original trial simulation, where the

approach run length is assumed to be 16 sea miles, are

shown by the marks h and j. Although the results would

be usual for the speed trial of VLCCs, it is very difficult to

draw a mean line of the marks because the shapes of two

lines connecting h and j are quite complicated.

Then, another trial simulation is made where the length

of approach run is assumed to be only 4 sea miles, which is

far from the reality of VLCC speed trials. The corrected

results to no air condition are shown by the marks e and
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u. In this case, it is easier to draw a mean line like the thick

solid line in the figure.

Although the author admits the principle of the method

is reasonable and easy to understand, it seems that only a

skilled and well-accustomed person can deal with the

analysis of speed trial results even in the latter case. He is

also afraid practical execution of the analysis by the

method can be very ambiguous.

3.5 Conclusions from the review and evaluations

As the results of the review and evaluations of the major

speed trial analysis methods, the author concludes as fol-

lows; and the scope of the new procedure is made clear to

some extent.

(1) There is a special difficulty in the correction of tidal

current effect when the trial results of low-speed

very large full ships like VLCCs are dealt with. In

such cases, long approach run is necessary to reach

steady sailing condition, and it results in the whole

duration of speed trial comparable to or even longer

than the variation period of tidal current velocity.

(2) The accuracy of the correction of tidal current effect

by mean of means method is not enough in the cases

of ships like VLCCs. Schoenherr’s method does not

give correct results and is not complete for the

correction of tidal current effect.

(3) The principles of the analysis proposed in Tanigu-

chi–Tamura’s method and BSRA standard method

seem to be established very well. Taniguchi–Ta-

mura’s method improved for the point specified in

Sect. 3.3 and BSRA standard method would produce

reasonable analysed results, if they could be used

properly.

(4) For the correction to no air condition, we have to

correct the effect of added resistance in the case

where only propeller torque and revolution are

measured. Then, we have to estimate quasi-propul-

sive efficiency gD;

gD ¼ PE

PD

¼ gH � gO � gR ¼ 1 � t

1 � w
� gO � gR ð3:4Þ

As the value of wake fraction w of the ship, the

results obtained by model propulsion test cannot be

used because of the significant Reynolds number

effect, and it is supposed at present that wake frac-

tion would be obtained by the analysis of the results

of speed trial. Then, how to estimate gD is a serious

problem. However, when we employ Taniguchi–

Tamura’s method, we do not need to use wake

fraction of the ship explicitly. In this context, the

correction method is very smart and has a big

advantage.

(5) In all methods except mean of means method, such

processes like ‘‘plotting analysed data on a chart’’,

‘‘manual drawing of a fair mean line’’, and ‘‘reading

the value on the mean line from the chart’’ are

necessary. We have to eliminate them, not only to

avoid ambiguity in the analysis procedure but also to

improve the efficiency of the work.

Considering them, the author tries to propose a new

procedure in the next chapter.

4 Proposal of up-to-date procedure

4.1 Summary

In this chapter, the newly proposed procedure would be

summarised, and the detailed explanation on the part of the

correction of tidal current effect, which is the main part to

be up-dated, is presented in Sect. 5.

The author concludes that the analysis procedure should

be composed of the following three stages.

(1) Correction of power and propeller revolution to the

ones corresponding to no air condition

(2) Correction of the effect of tidal current

(3) Correction of power and propeller revolution to the

ones corresponding to no wind condition

For the stage (1), the proposed correction procedure is

summarised in Sect. 4.2. The author considers there is no

significant issue at this stage except how to estimate the

amount of added resistance. There would be several esti-

mation methods for each resistance component; however,

the author believes the discussions on the reliability of the

Fig. 8 Plots on VG, VW - PB plane of simulated trial results

corrected to no air condition
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estimation methods are almost useless, because even a

reliable method can produce a strange set of results if it is

used improperly. The most important point at this stage is

validity check of the corrected results and the amount of

estimated added resistance. It will be discussed in Sect. 4.3.

For the stage (2) which is the main focus of this paper,

the author considers serious discussions and some inves-

tigations are necessary. The correction process is sum-

marised in Sect. 4.4. The detailed construction of the

procedure and the author’s proposal with its background

will be presented in Sect. 5.

For the stage (3), a correction procedure is summarised in

Sect. 4.5. This stage is simple and has no complicated pro-

cedure, because the logic is the same as that of the stage (1).

4.2 Correction to no air condition

The purpose of the correction is to obtain the ship’s per-

formance where only the resistance due to velocity through

the water is acting on the ship. As the first step to

accomplish it, the amounts of the added resistance com-

ponents are estimated and the effects of the added resis-

tance on PB and NP are corrected by use of propeller open-

water characteristics and self-propulsion factors.

When Schoenherr’s and Taniguchi–Tamura’s methods

were proposed, only air resistance was considered as added

resistance. Later when ISO-15016 [3] was formulated,

various other added resistance components were intro-

duced, which are caused by waves, drifting, steering and so

on. When various components of added resistance are

estimated, total amount of added resistance Radded can be

estimated as a summation.

To correct the effect of Radded, PD and KQ are estimated

from the measured values of PB and NP by the formu-

lae (2.10) and (2.11). Then, from the value of KQ, the values

of J and KT/J2 which can be written as the formula (2.17)

are estimated by use of propeller open-water characteristics.

In no air condition, resistance decreases by Radded and

new value of KT/J2 (KT,NA/JNA
2 ) is obtained as follows;

KT;NA

J2
NA

¼ R� RAdded

qSW � ð1 � tÞ � V2
A � D2

P

¼ KT

J2
� RAdded

qSW � ð1 � tÞ � V2
A � D2

P

ð4:1Þ

The new values of J (JNA) and KQ (KQ,NA) are evaluated

by use of propeller open-water characteristics, JNA from

KT,NA/JNA
2 and then KQ,NA from JNA. Because VW and

therefore VA are kept unchanged during the correction, the

new value of NP (NP,NA) is obtained by the formula (2.20).

By the reverse application of formulae (2.10) and (2.11),

the new values of PD (PD,NA) and then PB (PB,NA) can be

calculated by the following formulae.

PD;NA ¼ 2p � qSW � ðNP;NA=60Þ3 � KQ;NA � D5
P

gR

ð4:2Þ

PS;NA ¼ PD;NA � no: of propellers

gS

PB;NA ¼ PS;NA=gG

ð4:3Þ

Through the process, PB and NP are corrected to the new

values (PB,NA, NP,NA), while the value of VG is kept

unchanged because VW is not changed.

4.3 Validity check of the estimated added resistance

In the cases where wind and/or waves have significant

effects on ship resistance, the effects usually emerge as the

increase of resistance and the reduction is rare. Therefore,

the overestimation of the effect usually shows the ship’s

performance better. Then, the organization which tries to

check the analysed results must know whether corrected

results are appropriate or not.

Schoenherr [9] and Taniguchi and Tamura [2] explain

that, after the correction to no air condition, KQ values

plotted over NP values would form a fair curve. It is

because the KQ–NP chart can be understood as a form of

PB –VW relationship. NP is considered as a measure of VW

because propeller slip ratio and wake fraction are expected

to change only slightly, and KQ is a non-dimensional

expression of delivered power. If the effects of environ-

mentally added resistance including air resistance are

corrected properly, only the propulsive power due to ship’s

advance speed through the water VW remains. Then, KQ

must be on a fair curve over NP. The characteristics could

be used for the validity check of the corrected results.

The KQ–NP relation corrected to no air condition shown

in Fig. 6 is obtained by assuming CA = 0.8, which is used

for the simulated speed trial. In the figure, the corrected

values of KQ and NP of up and down runs shown by m and

d marks seem to line up almost on a same curve.

However, if improper CA is used for the correction, the

results are quite different. Figure 9 shows the results when

CA = 1.0 is used for the correction. In this case, the cor-

rected KQ of up runs shown by m are apparently too small

in comparison with those of down runs shown by d. The

tendency that the measured results showing larger KQ due

to the larger environmentally added resistance are cor-

rected to smaller KQ, means ‘‘over correction’’.

When the corrected results in no air condition have wide

scatter and it is difficult to distinguish what level is proper,

the principle to follow is ‘‘The corrected result is more

reliable, when the amount of correction is smaller.’’ The

reason is simple; such data is less affected by the correction

process and closer to the directly measured result.
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4.4 Correction to no current condition

After the measured results of PB and NP are corrected to the

values in no air condition, the ship is running in the vac-

uum with VG, PB,NA and NP,NA. At the condition, only

resistance due to ship speed through the water VW is acting

on the ship, and PB,NA or NP,NA is considered to be a

smooth function of VW only.

At this stage, VW and VC can be determined by the above

assumption and another reasonable assumption that VC is a

smooth function of time of the trial day.

The author believes, for a good proposal of up-to-date

version of tidal current correction procedure, it is necessary

to consider at first how to express VW and variation of VC

by simple form functions of measured items.

If we can express VW in no air condition by a linear

combination of functions of measured PB and NP

VW ¼ A1 � f1ðPB;NPÞ þ A2 � f2ðPB;NPÞ
þ A3 � f3ðPB;NPÞ

ð4:4Þ

and VC by a linear combination of functions of time,

VC ¼ VC;1 � g1ðtÞ þ VC;2 � g2ðtÞ þ VC;3 � g3ðtÞ ð4:5Þ

then the measured VG can be written as follows;

VG ¼ VW � VC ¼ A1 � f1ðPB;NPÞ
þ A2 � f2ðPB;NPÞ þ A3 � f3ðPB;NPÞ
� VC;1 � g1ðtÞ � VC;2 � g2ðtÞ � VC;3 � g3ðtÞ

ð4:6Þ

where, double sign (±) reflects the ship’s heading.

The formula (4.6) gives us linear simultaneous equa-

tions for the unknowns Ai and VC,i, when the measured

results of up and down runs are obtained and corrected to

no air condition. By solving the simultaneous equations or

through iteration procedure given by BSRA standard

method, and obtaining the values of the unknowns, we can

evaluate the value of VW corresponding to the values of PB,

NP and VC. Therefore, how to express VW and VC by

functions of measured values is a task of vital importance.

When the concept is realised, the basic premise that a

pair of up and down trial runs should be carried out with

same engine output is not necessary. And complicated

adjustment procedure of propeller revolution after the

correction to no air condition, which is explained after the

formula (2.20) to the formula (2.23), is not necessary to

follow. It is a big advantage.

Investigations for the functions and detailed construc-

tion of the analysis procedure are presented in Sect. 5.

4.5 Correction to no wind condition

After the correction of tidal current effect, the values of VW

corresponding to the values of PB,NA and NP,NA are

obtained together with the estimated values of VC. It means

the ship is running in no air condition with VW, PB,NA and

NP,NA. To obtain the final results in no wind condition, the

effect of air resistance should be corrected. Air resistance

in the condition can be estimated by the following formula;

RAir ¼
qAir

2
� CA � AX � V2

W ð4:7Þ

New value of KT/J2 (KT,NW/JNW
2 ) is obtained as follows;

KT;NW

J2
NW

¼ R� RAdded þ RAir

qSW � ð1 � tÞ � V2
A � D2

P

¼ KT;NA

J2
NA

þ RAir

qSW � ð1 � tÞ � V2
A � D2

P

ð4:8Þ

The new values of J (JNW) and KQ (KQ,NW) are evalu-

ated by use of propeller open-water characteristics, JNW

from KT,NW/JNW
2 at first and then KQ,NW from JNW.

During the correction, VW and therefore VA is kept

unchanged, and the new value of NP (NP,NW) is obtained by

the following formula.

NP;NW ¼ NP;NA � JNA

JNW

ð4:9Þ

The new values of PD (PD,NW) and then PB (PB,NW) are

calculated by the following formulae.

PD;NW ¼ 2p � qSW � ðNP;NW=60Þ3 � KQ;NW � D5
P

gR

ð4:10Þ

PS;NW ¼ PD;NW � no: of propellers

gS

PB;NW ¼ PS;NW=gG

ð4:11Þ

The values of PB,NW, NP,NW together with VW comprise

the final analysed results of the speed trial.

5 New procedure for tidal current correction

The author wants to propose the procedure for tidal current

correction presented in Sect. 5.3. The background investi-

gations are explained in detail in Sects. 5.1 and 5.2.
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Fig. 9 KQ over NP as measured and corrected to no air condition

(CA = 1.0 is used for the correction)
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5.1 Expression of VC

5.1.1 Characteristics of tidal current

It is said ‘‘Tidal changes are the net result of multiple

influences that act over varying periods. These influences

are called tidal constituents. The primary constituents are

the Earth’s rotation, the positions of the Moon and the Sun

relative to Earth, the Moon’s altitude above the Earth’s

equator, and underwater topography.’’ As the result, tidal

elevation and tidal current velocity are expressed by the

summation of a number of harmonic functions.

In the homepage of the Geodetic Society of Japan [11], a

table is given where the characteristic values of 24 tidal

constituents are listed. They are name of constituent, ori-

gin, tidal amplitude and period. From them, a scale of

velocity amplitude is calculated by amplitude/period.

Table 2 shows seven principal tidal constituents with big-

ger values of the scale of velocity amplitude.

It is said that practical estimation of tide and tidal cur-

rent velocity can be made by using six to ten tidal con-

stituents, although the Tide Tables prepared by the Japan

Coast Guard are estimated by the superposition of some

sixty tidal constituents. Tidal current velocity estimated by

summation of N tidal constituents is written as follows:

VC ¼ VC;0

þ
XN
i¼1

VC;C;i � cos
2p
TC;i

� t
� �

þ VC;S;i � sin
2p
TC;i

� t
� �� �

ð5:1Þ

5.1.2 Examples of the variations of tidal current velocity

Japan Coast Guard publishes, on the website [12], the

forecast of tidal current velocity at the major channels in

Japan. From the website, the values of tidal current velocity

at the channel named ‘‘Hayasui-no-seto’’ from January 1st

to 18th, 2013 are obtained. The obtained values are shown

by the circles in Fig. 10.

‘‘Hayasui-no-Seto’’ is one of the four channels through

which Seto Inland Sea is connected to the outer seas, and

the current velocity there is very closely correlated to that

at a principal speed trial site in Japan [13]. The location of

‘‘Hayasui-no-Seto’’ is shown by an arrow in Fig. 11.

Hydrographic and Oceanographic Department of Japan

Coast Guard publishes two volumes of ‘‘Tide Tables’’

every year. In the second volume [14], there is information

on the variations of tidal current at five ship passages in the

outskirts of the Pacific Ocean. The names of locations are

listed below and locations are shown by arrows in Figs. 12,

13, and 14.

a) Off One Fathom Bank, Malacca Strait (2�400N,

101�100E)

b) Phillip Channel, Off Singapore (1�060N, 103�440E)

c) Batu Berhanti, Off Singapore (1�120N, 103�530E)

d) Juan de Fuca Strait Entrance (48�270N, 124�350W)

e) San Francisco Bay Entrance (37�490N, 122�300W)

Table 2 Principal tidal

constituents estimated for the

earth approximated by a rigid

ellipsoid

Name of constituent Origin Amplitude (cm) Period (day) Scale of velocity

amplitude

M2 Moon 24.409 0.517525 47.16487

S2 Sun 11.456 0.500000 22.91200

K1 Moon, Sun 14.245 0.997270 14.28400

O1 Moon 10.128 1.075806 9.41434

N2 Moon 4.674 0.527431 8.86182

K2 Sun 3.089 0.498635 6.19491

P1 Sun 4.714 1.002745 4.70109
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Fig. 10 Current velocity variation at ‘‘Hayasui-no-Seto’’

Fig. 11 Location of ‘‘Hayasui-no-Seto’’ (33�180N, 131�580E)
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The listed information is the forecasts of the extreme

values of current velocity paired with the corresponding

time, and the time of zero cross of current velocity every

day. The listed data in the volume from January 1st to 18th,

2013 are shown by the circles in Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19.

5.1.3 Analysis and the results

To characterize the patterns of tidal current variation, the

above data are fitted by the linear combination of the seven

tidal constituents shown in Table 2 and a constant term.

To obtain the reasonable fitted results, it would be

necessary to analyse long enough data. To decide how long

data should be analysed, the variation of tidal current

velocity at ‘‘Hayasui-no-Seto’’ from January 1st to Febru-

ary 9th is analysed while the data length is changed from 7

to 40 days. Obtained amplitudes of tidal constituents are

shown in Figs. 20 and 21, being plotted over the length of

analysed data. The obtained amplitudes of constituents

seem to converge at the data length over 30 days. Then, the

author concludes the analysis of the data of 35 days would

give reasonable results.

Fig. 12 Locations of ‘‘Off One Fathom Bank’’, ‘‘Phillip Channel’’

and ‘‘Batu Berhanti’’ (from the left)

Fig. 13 Location of ‘‘Juan de Fuca Strait Entrance’’

Fig. 14 Location of ‘‘San Francisco Bay Entrance’’
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Fig. 15 Current velocity variation at ‘‘Off One Fathom Bank’’
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Fig. 16 Current velocity variation at ‘‘Phillip Channel’’
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Fig. 17 Current velocity variation at ‘‘Batu Berhanti’’
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Fig. 18 Current velocity variation at ‘‘Juan de Fuca Strait Entrance’’
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The data shown by circles in Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18 and

19 are collected for 35 days from January 1st, 2013, and

they, together with the data at ‘‘Hayasui-no-Seto’’, are

fitted by the linear combination of the seven tidal

constituents and a constant term. The fitted results are

shown by the solid lines in the Figs. 10 and from

Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19. Values of normalised stan-

dard deviation of the fitting error E defined by the fol-

lowing formula are less than 5 %.

E ¼ 2

MaxðdiÞ � MinðdiÞ
�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

N
�
XN
i¼1

ðdi � fiÞ2

vuut ð5:2Þ

where, di, fi, N: values of given data, fitted results and total

number of given data, Max(di), Min(di): maximum and

minimum values of di.
The amplitudes of seven constituents obtained by the

analysis are presented in Table 3, being normalised by the

maximum amplitude among them. In Table 3, the con-

stituents with maximum amplitude are shown in bold. The

values shown in Table 3 are plotted over the name of

constituents in Fig. 22.

The variations of current velocity at the four places

except ‘‘Phillip Channel’’ and ‘‘Batu Berhanti’’, shown in

Figs. 10, 15, 18 and 19, look quite similar, and have the

characteristics that current velocity varies like a harmonic

function with the period of around a half day while the

peak or trough value of individual wave changes one by

one. In contrast, the variations of current velocity at

‘‘Phillip Channel’’ and ‘‘Batu Berhanti’’, presented in

Figs. 16 and 17, show the domination by the variations

with the period of around 1 day. Table 3 and Fig. 22 also

support the facts, where clear dominations of M2 con-

stituent having a period around a half day are observed at

the four places, while K1 and O1 constituents having

periods around 1 day are dominant at ‘‘Phillip Channel’’

and ‘‘Batu Berhanti’’.

From the figures showing the locations of the six places,

it is clear that the topography around ‘‘Phillip Channel’’

and ‘‘Batu Berhanti’’ are quite complicated in comparison

with the other four places. It would be the main reason of

the difference; complicated topography around may pre-

vent the shorter period tides to be developed, and longer

period tides may prevail in such places.
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Fig. 19 Current velocity variation at ‘‘San Francisco Bay Entrance’’
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Fig. 20 Amplitudes of tidal constituents with about a half day period

vs. analysed data length
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Fig. 21 Amplitudes of tidal constituents with about 1 day period vs.

analysed data length

Table 3 Amplitudes of constituents normalised by the maximum amplitude

Name of constituent Off One Fathom Bank Phillip Channel Batu Berhanti Juan de Fuca Strait San Francisco Haya-sui no Seto

M2 1.0000 0.5934 0.7140 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000

S2 0.4222 0.1214 0.2277 0.1736 0.1828 0.2328

K1 0.2517 1.0000 1.0000 0.3603 0.2222 0.1996

O1 0.1704 0.7370 0.9456 0.1882 0.1612 0.1347

N2 0.2039 0.1709 0.2008 0.2163 0.2246 0.1152

K2 0.0921 0.0467 0.0509 0.1866 0.0800 0.2044

P1 0.0948 0.3348 0.3901 0.3323 0.1315 0.0911
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5.1.4 Expression for the variation of tidal current velocity

From the above investigation, the author considers that we

can find without much difficulty a site of speed trial where

the tidal constituents with around a half day period are

dominant. Then, the author tries to find an expression for

the variation of tidal current velocity, on the assumption

that speed trials are carried out at such places.

From the current velocity variation at ‘‘Hayasui-no-

Seto’’ shown in Fig. 10, a two-day-part from 10th day to

11th day containing relatively large difference of peak and

trough values is selected. The result is shown in Fig. 23,

which is the calculated variation of current velocity by the

fitted results of seven tidal constituents. This variation is

used for the investigation.

The values of current velocity in Fig. 23 seem too big for

those at speed trial sites. However, it can be used for the

investigation because only the variation pattern is important.

Let us suppose that speed trials of double runs for four

engine outputs are performed in the current velocity vari-

ation shown in Fig. 23, and the first trial run is measured at

5:00 on the 10th day. The first example is the case where

the interval between the trial runs is 1.5 h. In this case, the

duration of speed trial is less than a half day, and the

variation of current velocity at the trial runs can be fitted

well by the formula (2.3), i.e. summation of M2 constituent

and a constant term.

In Fig. 24, 4 marks show the fitted results by the for-

mula (2.3), and the assumed current velocity variation

extracted from Fig. 23 is shown by a solid line. In the case,

variation of current velocity contains up to two extreme

values, and we do not need to consider the characteristics that

peak or trough value of individual wave changes one by one.

As the results, fitting by the formula 2.3 works very well as

observed in Fig. 24. The value of E is 2.1 % in the case.

However, when the duration of speed trial becomes

longer than a half day, we have to consider the possibility

that variation of current velocity contains three extreme

values. The second example is the case where the starting

time of the trial is the same and the interval between the

runs is increased to 2 h.

Comparison between the assumed current velocity and

the fitted results by the formula (2.3), shown by the marks

4, is presented in Fig. 25. Because the values of current

velocity at 7:00 and 19:00 on the 10th day are significantly

different, the fitted values by the formula (2.3) are some-

what far from the assumed current velocity variation shown

by the solid line, especially at places close to the two

peaks. The value of E increases to 8.2 % in the case.

In this case, amplitudes of three consecutive half waves

are different, and we have to include the second constituent

which has the period of an exact half day in the expression

of current velocity, as shown in the following formula.

VC ¼ VC;0 þ VC;C � cos
2p

TTide

� t
� �

þ VC;S � sin
2p

TTide

� t
� �

þ V
0

C;C � cos
2p

0:5 day
� t

� �
þ V

0

C;S � sin
2p

0:5 day
� t

� �

ð5:3Þ

The fitted results by the formula (5.3) are shown by s

marks in Fig. 25. Fitting accuracy is improved, and the

value of E decreases to 1.5 %.

However, the use of the formula (5.3) increases the

number of unknown coefficients to 5 from 3 of the
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Fig. 22 Normalised amplitudes of tidal constituents obtained by the

analyses of current variations for 35 days
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Fig. 23 An example of tidal current variation over 2 days
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formula (2.3), which had better be kept as small as possi-

ble. An expedient to reduce the number of unknown

coefficients is the formula (5.4);

VC ¼ VC;0 þ VC;1 � t

þ VC;C � cos
2p

TTide

� t
� �

þ VC;S � sin
2p

TTide

� t
� �

ð5:4Þ

This formula works well as shown by the marks 9 in

Fig. 25. The value of E is 1.8 % in the case.

The formula (5.4) cannot be applied if the duration of

speed trial becomes longer than a day, where we have to

expect the possibility of variation of current velocity

having four or more extreme values. In such case, the

application of the formula (5.3) should be tried. However,

even in the cases of VLCC trials for which the longest

time of approach run is necessary at present, the total

duration time of the speed trial with 8 runs is much less

than 1 day. Therefore, the formula (5.4) works well in

most cases.

As a conclusion, the author adopts the formula (5.4) as

the expression of the variation of VC. However, the for-

mula (2.3) can also be used for the analysis of speed trials

the duration of which is shorter than a half day.

5.2 Expression of VW

5.2.1 Candidate formulae

At first, three candidate formulae were raised for the

expression of VW in no air condition. It was expected the

best one could be selected through the analysis of simu-

lated speed trial results and the comparison of the analysed

results with the assumed values.

5.2.1.1 KQ in propeller open-water characteristics KQ in

propeller open-water characteristics is well expressed by a

function of J, and we can rewrite KQ and J as;

KQ ¼ Q

q � n2
P � D5

P

¼ PB � gB � gS � gR

2p � qSW � n3
P � D5

P

;

J ¼ VA

nP � DP

¼ VW � ð1 � wSÞ
nP � DP

) VW ¼ J � nP � DP

1 � wS

ð5:5Þ

Because gB and gS are considered almost constant, and gR

and ws do not change much with the change of ship speed,

we can get the following rough proportionalities.

PB / KQ � N3
P; VW / J � NP ð5:6Þ

where, � does not mean ‘‘precisely proportional to’’, but

only ‘‘roughly’’. Then, if we write KQ by a first order

function of J, we can obtain

KQ ¼ a � J þ b ) PB=N
3
P ¼ A1 � VW=NP þ A2 ð5:7Þ

VW ¼ PB=ðA1 � N2
PÞ � A2 � NP=A1

¼ B1 � PB=N
2
P þ B2 � NP

ð5:8Þ

where, a, b, A1, A2, B1, B2 are appropriate coefficients.

However, in some cases, it is found that constant term

should be added as shown in the following formula, to

obtain better fitting of speed and power relations.

VW ¼ B1 � PB=N
2
P þ B2 � NP þ B3 ð5:9Þ

5.2.1.2 Function of power only (polynomial func-

tion) Because it is so common to show the results of

power estimation by a plot of PB vs. VW, it is worth trying

an expression of VW as a function of power only. The

selected expression is a simple fourth order polynomial

function as follows;

VW ¼ A0 þ A1 � PB þ A2 � PB
2 þ A3 � PB

3 þ A4 � PB
4

ð5:10Þ

5.2.1.3 Another function of power only In the time being,

the 27th ITTC specialist committee on ‘‘Performance of

Ships in Service’’ proposed the following formula to relate

VW with PB;

VW ¼ aþ b � PB
P ð5:11Þ

To obtain the unknowns: a, b and P, the committee

proposed the use of a new tool like Solver Macro of

Microsoft Excel [15]. Although the solving process is not

clear enough, it is worth checking because the results can

be obtained anyhow.

5.2.2 Evaluations

Used in conjunction with the formula (5.4), formulae (5.8)

and (5.9) work well when they are applied to simulated

trial results. However, when specialists in Japanese ship-

yards applied them to the actual examples of trial results,

they found that those formulae sometimes give strange

results. The suspected reason is as follows: because the

formula (5.8) and (5.9) uses two measured items namely

PB and NP, and because the measured data inevitably

contain some scatter, the estimated VW may deviate into

unexpected direction.

To avoid such instability in solving process, the use of

VW formula with single measured item such as formu-

lae (5.10) and (5.11) may be better. Then, the shipyard

specialists analysed their own trial results using formu-

lae (5.10) and (5.11), and found that stability of the anal-

ysed results is greatly improved when the formula (5.11) is

used.
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However, it is considered that more robust procedure

should be pursued, because actual measured data may have

unexpected scatter. In such cases, instability of the anal-

ysed results might be observed again even when the for-

mula (5.11) is used.

5.2.3 A counter measure

What occurs in the cases referred to as ‘‘instability of the

analysed results’’ is, in most cases, the shape of speed and

power relation curve becomes strange. As commonly

understood, required power is roughly proportional to the

third power of ship speed. However, in such cases of

instability, the curve becomes far from such shape. It seems

to be caused by the too much freedom in the both formulae

of speed-power relation and current velocity variation.

Then, it would be better to use the formula of speed and

power relation with the least degree of freedom while

keeping the usual shape on the speed-power plane. One

solution may be the following formula;

VW ¼ VW;NAðPBÞ þ DVW ð5:12Þ

where VW,NA(PB) is a fitted function of the speed and

power relation in no air condition estimated anyhow

(usually from tank test results).

5.3 Analysis procedure

When the proposed analysis procedure is employed, it is

required to carry out several up and down runs, not nec-

essarily composed of double runs with the same engine

outputs. However, it is supposed here, like the present

practice, that pairs of up and down trial runs for n engine

outputs (2 9 n trial runs in total) are performed. Then,

2 9 n combinations of measured averages of VG, PB and

NP are obtained, and PB and NP are corrected to no air

condition while VG is not changed at all. As the results,

½VG;i;PB;NA;i; NP;NA;i� ði ¼ 1; 2; 3. . .2nÞ

are obtained.

5.3.1 Different natures of two formulae

Now, the formulae (5.4) and (5.12) are used, and plugging

them into the formula (4.6), we obtain linear simultaneous

equations of unknown coefficients. However, we have to

consider the fact that the natures of the two formulae are

different.

From the investigation explained in Sect. 5.1, it can be

expected that the fitted results by the formula (5.4) would

be a reasonable estimation of what happened during the

trial runs. In contrast, in the case of formula (5.12),

VW,NA(PB) is just an estimation and, even if the best-fit

value of DVW is obtained by the analysis, general tendency

of the actual speed and power relation cannot be neces-

sarily fitted well by the formula (5.12).

Then, it would be better to deal with the two formulae

separately by applying iteration process of BSRA stan-

dard method [10] than to solve simultaneous equations

directly.

5.3.2 Iteration process by BSRA standard method

When BSRA standard method is employed, the equations

for VW are solved at first, by putting the values of measured

VG in the place of VW, as shown in the following formula,

VG;1 � VW;NAðPB;NA;1Þ
VG;2 � VW;NAðPB;NA;2Þ

..

.

VG;2n � VW;NAðPB;NA;2nÞ

2
6664

3
7775 ¼ ½DVW� �

1

1

..

.

1

2
664

3
775 ð5:13Þ

and the least square solution of DVW is obtained by the

simple average of VG,i - VW,NA(PB,NA,i). Then, the fitted

values of VW,i which is written as VWF,i are calculated as

follows;

VWF;i ¼ VW;NAðPB;NA;iÞ þ DVW ð5:14Þ

The VWF,i are plugged into the formula (4.6) and the values

of VC,i which is written as VCO,i are obtained as follows;

VCO;i ¼ �ðVG;i � VWF;iÞ ð5:15Þ

where, double sign (±) reflects the ship’s heading.

Then, the following equations are applied to the

obtained VCO,i to fit the variation of VC by the for-

mula (5.4), and the fitted values of VC,i written as VCF,i, are

calculated by use of the obtained coefficients as shown in

the equation (5.17).

VCO;1

VCO;2

..

.

VCO;2n

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

Cðt1Þ Sðt1Þ t1 1

�Cðt2Þ �Sðt2Þ �t2 �1

..

. ..
. ..

. ..
.

�Cðt2nÞ �Sðt2nÞ �t2n �1

2
6664

3
7775 �

VC;C

VC;S

VC;1

VC;0

2
664

3
775

ð5:16Þ
VCF;i ¼ �fVC;C � CðtiÞ þ VC;S � SðtiÞ þ VC;1 � ti þ VC;0g

ð5:17Þ

In these equations, the following abbreviations are used.

CðtÞ ¼ cos(2p � t=TTideÞ; SðtÞ ¼ sin(2p � t=TTideÞ
ð5:18Þ

The fitted VCF,i are plugged into the formula (4.6) and the

new values of VW,i which is written as VWO,i are obtained

as follows;

VWO;i ¼ VG;i � VCF;i ð5:19Þ
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Next, VG,i in the left hand side of the equation (5.13) are

replaced by the obtained VWO,i as follows;

VWO;1 � VW;NAðPB;NA;1Þ
VWO;2 � VW;NAðPB;NA;2Þ

..

.

VWO;2n � VW;NAðPB;NA;2nÞ

2
6664

3
7775 ¼ ½DVW� �

1

1

..

.

1

2
664

3
775 ð5:20Þ

The equations are solved in the same way to obtain the

new values of DVW, and the revised values of VWF,i are

calculated by the formula (5.14). This iteration process

should be repeated until the values of VW,i and VC,i become

stable.

At each iteration stage, two sets of VW,i and VC,i are

obtained as explained above. One set is the fitted one

calculated from each formula with fitting coefficients; they

are called ‘‘fitted VW or VC’’ and written as VWF,i or VCF,i in

this paper. The other is obtained from formula (4.6) and the

fitted values of VW or VC; they are called ‘‘obtained VW or

VC’’ and written as VWO,i or VCO,i. Among them, VCF,i and

VWO,i are considered closer to the actual values, when the

difference of the natures of the two formulae (5.4) and

(5.12) is reflected.

After the iteration process is over, the differences of

VWO,i and VWF,i are calculated and fitted by (n - 1)th order

polynomial function of PB,NA,i. Polynomial function of

(n - 1)th order is used, because trial measurements are

performed for n pair of engine outputs. Then, the fitted

results are applied to correct the values of VWF,i, and the

final results of VW,i are obtained.

5.3.3 Analysed example of a simulated speed trial results

The simulated speed trial results shown in Fig. 8 (the

original simulation with approach length of 16 sea miles)

are analysed by the iteration process.

Because VW,NA(PB) of the ship under trial is unknown at

the stage of speed trial analysis, VW,NA(PB) used for the

analysis must be somewhat different from the characteris-

tics used for the trial simulation. In the following example,

VW,NA(PB) used for the speed trial analysis is obtained by

fitting the data shown by 4 marks in Fig. 26, which is

slightly different from the assumed characteristics used to

obtain the simulated speed trial results shown by the solid

line.

The results obtained after the 4th iteration are shown in

Fig. 27. The results of VWF,i shown by 9 marks do not

agree well to the assumed solid line, because VW,NA(PB)

used for the analysis has different slope from the one of the

ship under trial.

Differences between VWF,i and VWO,i defined as follows

DVW;O�F ¼ VWO;i � VWF;i ð5:21Þ

are plotted over PB by e marks in Fig. 28, and fitted by

third order polynomial function as shown by the solid line.

The values on the line are used to correct VWF,i obtained by

the iteration, and the final values of VW are obtained as

shown by * marks in Fig. 27, which agree well to the

assumed curve.

As the results of the analysis, ship speed through the

water VW is obtained by the following function in this case;

Fig. 26 Comparison of speed-power relations assumed for speed trial

simulation and used for the analysis

Fig. 27 Plots on VG, VW - PB plane of simulated trial results

analysed by the iteration process

Fig. 28 Differences between fitted and obtained VW
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VW ¼ VW;NAðPBÞ þ DVW þ DVW;O�F

¼ VW;NAðPBÞ þ DVW

þ a1 þ a2 � PB þ a3 � PB
2 þ a4 � PB

3

ð5:22Þ

where from a1 to a4 are fitting coefficients. In this way,

stable solution with well-fitted results is acquired finally.

The results of current velocity variation of the same

analysis are shown in Fig. 29. The fitted values of VC

(VCF,i) by the formula (5.4) are shown by e marks, which

agree well to the assumed curve. However, the obtained

values of VC (VCO,i) shown by h marks do not agree well

to the assumed curve because of the difference between

two VW,NA(PB)s, assumed for the analysis and used for the

trial simulation.

Standard deviations of VWO,i - VW,Assumed, VCO,i - -

VCF,i, VCF,i - VC,Assumed at each iteration stage are shown

in Fig. 30. Obtained tendencies from the third iteration to

the fourth iteration seem to be very stable, and the both

differences of VWO and VCF from the assumed values

shown by 9 and e marks become very small.

However, as shown by h marks in Fig. 30, difference

between VCO,i and VCF,i does not become as small as the

above, reflecting the difference between the values of two

VW,NA(PB)s.

As explained in the above, the analysed results of sim-

ulated trial results by the method proposed in this paper

agree very well to the values assumed for the speed trial

simulation. Thus, the effectiveness of the proposed analysis

procedure is confirmed.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the author intended to revise the analysis

procedure of speed trial results, mainly a part of the cor-

rection of tidal current effect. After he identified the cor-

rection is extremely difficult in the cases of low speed full

ships, he made his proposal and checked the applicability

by use of simulated speed trial results of a VLCC. As the

conclusions of the study, the author summarises the results

as follows;

(1) The measured values of power and propeller revo-

lution should be corrected to the ones corresponding

to no air condition. For the correction, the applica-

tion of method by use of propeller open-water

characteristics is recommended.

(2) The values of tidal current velocity at the time of the

trial runs should be estimated by use of the corrected

results to no air condition. After the estimation, the

values of ship speed through the water are estimated.

Then, the values of power and propeller revolution

should be corrected to the ones corresponding to no

wind condition. The method used for (1) can be

applied for the correction, too.

(3) To up-date the correction procedure for tidal current

effect, appropriate functions for ship speed through

the water and tidal current velocity are investigated.

Tidal current velocity can usually be understood to

vary with the dominant effect of the so-called M2

tidal constituent.

(4) By use of the functions, linear simultaneous equa-

tions can be formulated, and by the solution of them

the values of ship speed through the water and

current velocity can be estimated. However, in this

paper, solution by iteration process is more intensely

investigated.

(5) In the cases where current velocity variation can be

expressed by the so-called M2 tidal constituent, the

analysed results of simulated speed trial results agree

well to the assumed values.

(6) The correction procedure of current effect for the

results of speed trial of low speed full ships needs

rather complicated process. The author believes the

process is necessary even under the present situation,

unless a reliable equipment to measure ship speed

through the water is available onboard.

(7) The applicability of the proposed procedure should

be confirmed further by the analyses of actual speed
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trial data, because it is confirmed only by use of the

results of simulated speed trial in this paper.
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Appendix: Corrections to no air condition

During the analysis, Schoenherr’s, Taniguchi–Tamura’s

and BSRA standard methods correct the measured results

to the corresponding ones in no air condition. Why do we

have to correct to no air condition and correct again to no

wind condition after the correction of tidal current effect?

Why can’t we just correct to no wind condition directly? It

is worth discussing the reason here.

We suppose there is only current, and the ship sails on

the same course against and to the current in no air con-

dition. If we further suppose the engine outputs during up

and down runs are controlled to the same level, the ship

speed through the water would be kept the same. In this

case, ship velocities over the ground are different only

because of current. Then, current velocity can be estimated

by half of the difference of the measured ship velocity over

the ground, if we can neglect the change of current

velocity.

However, if it is in no wind condition, there is air around

the ship. Because ship velocity relative to air is the same as

the one over the ground, the values are different as illus-

trated in Fig. 31. Then, the values of air resistance are

different between up and down runs, and the parts of

engine outputs shared to overcome the air resistance are

different.

Even if we control engine outputs to the same level

during up and down runs in this condition, the values of

ship velocity through the water are different because the

parts of engine outputs shared to overcome the resistance

from water are different. Then, the difference can cause

error in the estimation of tidal current velocity.

Precisely speaking, the above explanation is right.

However, it seems to the author the effect is almost neg-

ligible for many cases. The above mentioned difference of

air resistance can be written as follows;

DRAir ¼
qAir

2
� CA � AX � ðVW þ VCÞ2 � ðVW � VCÞ2

n o

¼ qAir

2
� CA � AX � 4 � VW � VC

DRAir

RAir

¼ 4 � VW � VC

V2
W

¼ 4 � VC

VW

ð7:1Þ

The ratio of VC to VW is usually less than 10 %. Then,

DRAir/RAir is less than 40 %. As the so-called air allowance

(ratio of air resistance to water resistance) is up to 5 % for

usual ships, the ratio of the difference in air resistance

(DRAir) to the ship resistance is up to 2 %. Although

whether 2 % can be negligible or not should be discussed,

there is considerable possibility that the correction to no air

condition can be skipped for the majority of cases. How-

ever, in some cases where the ratio of current velocity to

ship speed is relatively large, and/or air resistance in no

wind condition is relatively large due to a very big super-

structure for examples, it cannot be skipped.

It would be a matter of serious consideration in the days

of manual calculation. However, because calculation tools

are quite powerful nowadays, the author thinks that we had

better correct the measured data by way of no air condition

in all cases. It is only a matter of programming or prepa-

ration of a worksheet and the calculation itself would be

completed almost in an instant.
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